CAMP RULES

- Park between flags: Green/green on one side, orange/orange on other side 35’x 70’
- Park POINTING TRUCKS DOWN HILL
- *****LARGER SPACE for social distancing. Please make your pens 5 ft inside your flags on both sides*****

FRONT FIELD

- ONLY DRIVE DOWN and out of field (DO NOT COME UP the field): Drive down and out the bottom gate and come back up and around by road.
- IF IT RAINS: FIND RIDE MANAGEMENT or John Crandell BEFORE trying to pull out. We did significant damage to the field two years ago and had more than one incident (Jackknife trailers and one crash) with people trying to pull out right after the rain ended.
- ANYONE RIDING SATURDAY (and not volunteering Friday) MAY now ARRIVE any time after NOON Friday: You will need 4-wheel drive because you will be parked in the back field (for social distancing and gathering restrictions)

PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE....... 

- NO HORSES AT THE FARM HOUSE OR AROUND THE RIDE MANAGER’S TRAILER
- When you arrive, you will have your temperature taken with a temperature radar gun and will be given your ride packet and completion prize. You will be assigned a vet in time.

BIG BARN UP ON THE HILL:

- NO VEHICLES at the UPPER LEVEL of the BIG Barn on the hill: VERY SOFT... You must stop at the lower level of barn (near the “Y”).
- VETTING IN at the UPPER LEVEL of the BIG barn (at your designated time).
- There will be NO OD STORE due to the COVID-19 restrictions.
- TOILET at the barn: there is NOW a functioning toilet AT THE BIG BARN: LOWER level.
- There is a water spigot BOTH at the upper level and lower level of the barn for horse water.
- NO RIDE BRIEFING, NO MEALS, and NO AWARDS CEREMONY will be held due to Covid-19 restrictions.

- Carry your trash back home with you

BON FIRE SATURDAY NIGHT: BACK LOWER FIELD down in the hollow: FAR SOCIAL DISTANCING WILL BE OBSERVED.... bring your singing voices (and if you play an instrument bring it and join in the fun)!